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Room Temperature Resonant-Tunneling Hot Electron Transistors
with dc and Microwave Gain
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Room temperature operation is

achieved in In(GaAI1as/InGaAs resonanctunneling hot electron transistors (RHET) g'rordn by molecular beam epitaxy on
InP substrates. RHETs with base widths of 10, 40 and 60 nm were fabricated
and all exhibit room temperature dc current gain greater than 2, with gain as
high as L2 observed at resonance in the 40 nm base d.evice. To our knowledge
these are the first In(GaAl)As hot electron transistors to exhibit 300 K dc
gain of this magnitude. S-parameter measurements of the 40 (60) nm base RHET
give values for f1 and fr.aAx of 67 (54) and 4L(LLl GHz, respectively.
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INTRODUCTTON

Resonant-tunneling
hot electron
transistors (RHET) have been demonstrated
with 77 K common emitter current gain, on
both GaAs and InP substratesl). Recently,
gain as high as 2.5 has been achieved in an
InP-based RHET2). To our knowledge, the
sole other HET to operate with current gain
at room temperature was fabricated using
AlGaAsSb heterojunctions3). we report here
the dc and microwave characterization of
InP-based RHETs with room temperature gain
as high as L2.
2.

DEVICE STRUCTURE

In the RHET, the resonant tunneling
dj-ode injector is used to direct a quasimonoenergetic electron beam into the base.
The base injection energy is chosen to be
less than the L and X intervalley transfer
energies (to minimize intervalley scattering), but greater than the base/collector
barrier, $ec. To achieve this conditj-on one
must use thin tunnel barriers and spacer
layers to minimize the voltage drop across
Even with thin tunnel
t.he in jector.

barriers and spacer layers, a simple RTD
injector (such as AlAs /tng.53ca0.4TAs/AtAs)
has a base injection energy significantly
above Qsc. The RTD well width can be
increased to energetj-ca11y lower the n:1
resonance thus lowering the injection
energy, however this
results
in an
undesireable decrease in pea.k-current
density, Jp, and peak-to-valley currentratio (PVR) .
An alternative way to reduce the n:lstate energy is to incorporate a low bandgap
layer within the quantum well as has
recently been demonstrated by Broekaert, et
at.4). Using an RTD injector with an InAs
notch in the cenLer of the quantum well, a
1ow base injection energy can be achieved
while still maintaining high PVR and Jp.
The calculated energy band profile for
a RHET using a notched RTD injector is shown
in Fig.l for the 40 nm base device described
here. The profile is obtained from a selfconsistent
zero-current
solution
of
Poissonrs equatiorrs) . Transmission resonances are computed self-consistently from
the potential profile.
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Fig.1 Calculated potential profile vs
position, X, for the 40 nm base RHET.
The dashed lines indicate the quasiFermi levels in the emit,ter, base, and
collector for VBE=0.3 V and Vgg=Q.3 V
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The materials vrere g.rown in a
Riber 2300 MBE with the following structure,
Table l-.

vae
layer
emitter

Fig.2 Room temperature common-emitter
transistor
characteristics
for
40 nm base RHET: (a) Ig vs VCe the
for
fB=O ,Lr2r3r 41 5 mA and. (b) Ig vs Vgg
for
the same set of base current steps.
Zero collector current is offset i""
division.

semiconductor nm c*-3
Ing.53Ga0.4?As 300 lxL019
emitterr
n+Ing.53GaO.4?As 50
1x1018
spacer
Ing.53GaO.4TAs 1.5 undoped
barrier
AlAs
2
undoped
well
Ing.53Ga0.4TAs 1
undoped
notch
fnAs
2
undoped
well
Ing.53Ga0.4?As 1
undoped
barrier
AIAs
2
undoped
spacer
Ing.53GaO.47As 1.5 undoped
base
n+rn6.53Ga0.4ZAs t
l-x1018
collector
In. 5 (A1.5Ga. S) SAs 300 undoped.
graded layer
50
undoped
subcollect. n+Ing.53GaO.4?As 550 5x1018
substrate
InP Fe-doped
cap

3.

DC CHARACTERISTICS

temperature gain waa achieved in
all three of the RHETs: L0 nm, 40 omr and
60 nm base width. Common emitter transistor
characteris-tics of the 40 nm device for
five base current steps are shown in Eig.Z.
Collector/base leakage gives rise to the
nonzero collector current, IC, for the first
base current step, corresponding to fB:O.
For the fifth base current step, IB:5 mA,
the collector current is discont.inuous at
Vgg:1.2 V where the injector RTD passes
through resonance. Gain at resonance in
this device exceeds LZ at a current densitv
of 2.6xLO4 a,/ cm? .
At VBE= 1.3 V t'he in jector RTD is
When
switched out of resonance (rig.2b).
this occurs the base/emitter voltage, VBE,
Room

Table 1. MBE layer diagram. A set of
t,hree devices with dif f erent base
widths was grown, t:10, 40, and 60 nm.
Back-ground doping in the InGaAs is
typically 2xL915 gm-3.

In addition to serving' as an injector, the
RTD is used as a process monitor to indicate
when the guantum well base etching is
completed. The devices described here were
fabricated using conventional wet-chemical
etching techniques,
mesa isolation,
nonalloyed contacts,
and air-bridge
interconnects.
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increases causing the collector/base
junction to switch to a weak forward bias.
This manifests itself
as a negative
collector current in the off-resonance
condition and is seen in both Figs.2(a) and
(b). The collector current switches from a
value of 5.3 mA at, VCE=1.2 V to -0.3 mA at
VCE:0.9 V due to this forward-biasing of t,he
collector/base junction. The switching of
VCB is a dynamj-c ef f ect associated. with
charging of the RTD injector during the
curve tracer (Tektronix 370) measurement and
is not observed in ramped dc measurements
(see F'ig.3). At the resonance peak, the
collector base voltage, VCB, is nearly zerol
therefore the current gain is not due to
carrier mult,iplication in the base/collector
junction.
Collector/base leakage gives rise to
the nonzero collector current seen most
readily f or t.he zero base current step.
Cooling the device to 77 K does not
eliminate the leakage, however on cooling to
4.2 Kt the Leakage is significantly reduced.
This suggests that the unintentional
background doping density in the fn(AlGa)As
collector freezes out below 77 K. Shown in
Fig. 3 is the conrmon-emitter transistor
characterist,ic for another 40 nm RHET at
4.2 K, showing also the base/emitter voltage
dependence on Vgg. A sharp increase in the
conductance is observed at VCE=340 meV for
Ig=800 pA.
This is explained by the
energetic alignment of a resonant state
within the quantum well base itself.
It is possible to measure these
transmission resonances through the quantum
well by fixing the collector/base voltage
and measuring the input conductance,
drg/dvgg, ds a function of vgg6). Enhanced
conductance occurs when the injected emitter
electrons align with quantum well resonant
states. This measurement is shown in Fig.4
where collector current and device input
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Fig.3 Common-emitter characteristics at
4.2 K for the 40 nm base RHET. The
emitter area is circular with an area
of fi1urc'z. Four base current steps are
shown: rg:500, 600, ?00, and 800 pA.
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Dependence of collector current
"iq.4input conductance,
and
aredvBEr-;;-;;"
for the 40 nm base RHET at 4.2 K. Same

device as in Fig.3.

conductance, are plotted. as a function of
Vee for four values of collector/base
voltage. crear peaks in the conductance are
observed with approximately 100 mV spacings.
These are consistent with the calculated
energy separations for the potentj-aI profile
shown in Fig.1.
The magnitude of the
conductance oscillations
increases with
increasing collector/base bias which is
consistent with an increase in the base
transport factor due to more efficienr
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base/collector
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electrons
of
junction.

highest room temperature rnicrowave gain yet
Room
achieved in the HET family.

the

to the
temperature operation is attributed
not.ched RTD injector which lowers the energy
of hot electrons injected into the base and
transfer.
thereby reduces intervalley

MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS

On-wafer s-parameter measurements were
performed on the devices at room temperature
using RF probes. The 10 nm base devices
were not tested at microwave frequencies due
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300 K R3958
3 x 20 pm2 emitter
Vs6 = 1.22 V, V66 =0.8 V
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Measurements of the 60 nm RHET hrere
also obtained yielding an f1 of 54 GHz and.
an fUaX of 11 GHz. Lower f1 in the wid.er
base RHET is attributed to a decrease in the
base transport factor.
The MAG we observe
in these RHETs could be further increased by
reducing the base/collector leakage current
which would in turn increase the output
impedance of the transistor.
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